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Aug. 27, 2010 - PRLog -- Hi, I'm Malcolm Boone and in the next few minutes I'm going to show you how
Posing Secrets - The Photographer's Essential Guide Vol. 1 is going to improve your ability to produce and
communicate posing ideas that will lift your portraiture to a higher standard.

Grab A Copy Click here

Imagine being supremely proud of pictures admired by all. Portraits so good family and friends will be
proud to display them. Gain confidence as you win acclaim for your talent, skill and ability. If portrait
photography is your hobby imagine getting to the standard where you can exhibit and sell your work if you
wish.

If you already photograph models but would like to take your pictures to another level, imagine being
recognized as an authority with a growing reputation for professional standard portrait work. Imagine rising
to any challenge with alternative poses available whatever the context of the picture and whatever the
posing genre - casual, glamour, journalistic or traditional. Any portrait photographer involved in print work,
specialty modeling or stock photography will find this resource indispensable too.

Grab A Copy Click here

This 120 page book includes:

   * How to focus on the body to aid posing.
   * The key to duplicating or creating any pose.
   * The three letters that can build a pose (no, not A-B-C).
   * Important points to consider for a reclining position.
   * Exercises and suggestions to help analyze pictures and poses.
   * Ten simple solutions when your model does not know what to do with their hands.
   * How to avoid foreshortening of limbs.
   * The three basic head movements that make a difference to your model's features.

Forget trial and error. You need never be stuck for a pose again when you get this easy to read, simple to
follow book that you can download in minutes.

Grab A Copy Click here
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